Floor & Decor Holdings, Inc. (FND)
Strong 1Q Results, QTD Comp Better-than-Feared

Maintain Outperform rating. 1Q results were solid, and QTD comps are tracking better than feared (-50% despite stores being closed). Looking ahead, the shape of the demand curve remains uncertain; however, sample sales have surged in April (pent-up demand?), and comps in two stores recently opened went from "really negative" to positive. Big picture, while 2Q will be a tough quarter, FND has ample liquidity to weather this storm and is poised for significant share gains once this crisis passes. As such, we are maintaining our Outperform rating; new $46 price target.

- 1Q beat. Sales eclipsed lowered expectations (comps +2.4% vs. our/Street's 0%/1.1%), GM was solid (+32bps), and G&A benefited from lower incentive comp accruals. All told, adjusted EPS grew ~20% y/y to $0.34 (above our/Street's $0.27E/$0.26E).

- Strong comps prior to stores closing; QTD trend better-than-feared. 1Q comps were running +6.1% (in line with our initial 6%E) prior to FND's self-imposed decision to close stores and pivot to a curbside-only model on March 21. The final six days of 1Q comped down 46%. While QTD comps are running slightly below late-March levels at -50%, this is better than most feared, and the trajectory of business has been slightly improving of late. In short, FND's digital capabilities and superior customer service have allowed the company to retain a significant amount of sales (and grow mind share with Pros and DIY-ers) while operating a predominantly curbside-only model.

- What will the shape of the go-forward demand curve look like as stores reopen? This is the key near-term debate on the stock. On one hand, the economic fallout from COVID-19 will likely pressure big-ticket spending. That said, sample sales have surged in April (an indication of pent-up demand), and comps in two stores recently opened in Utah went from "really negative" to positive. While FND plans to have ~70% of its stores opened by the end of May, the company is currently rolling out an in-store Pro appointment model. Bottom line, we continue to model 2Q/3Q comps down 30%/10% but are cautiously optimistic this could prove conservative.

- Protecting cash flow and boosting liquidity. In order to protect cash flow, FND has reduced its 2020 cash expenditures by ~$400M (~$100M opex, ~$110M capex, ~$190M inventory/supply chain). While the demand recovery trajectory is unknown, FND has ample liquidity (~$376M "unrestricted" at 1Q-end) to withstand a prolonged downturn and expects to be in a position to repay its ABL in 4Q.

- Estimates. Raising FY20E EPS to $0.80 from $0.75; FY21E remains $1.15.

FND is a leading specialty retailer of hard surface flooring and related decorative and installation accessories, operating 123 warehouse-format stores across 30 states.
Details

1Q beat. Sales eclipsed lowered expectations (comps +2.4% vs. our/Street's 0%/1.1%), gross margin was solid (+32bps; higher product margins), and G&A benefited from lower incentive comp accruals. All told, adjusted EPS grew ~20% y/y to $0.34 – well above our $0.27E and the Street's $0.26E.

Strong comps prior to stores closing. 1Q comps were running +6.1% (in line with our initial 6%E) prior to FND's self-imposed decision to close stores and pivot to a curbside-only model on March 21. This included a healthy balance between traffic (transactions +3.4%) and average ticket (+2.7%). That said, the final six days of 1Q comped down 46%, dragging the overall 1Q comp down to 2.4%.

1Q Comps Solid Considering Steep Drop-Off During the Final Week Once Stores Closed

QTD trend better than feared. While QTD comps are running slightly below late-March levels at down 50%, this is better than most feared, and the trajectory of business has been slightly improving of late. In short, FND's digital capabilities and superior customer service have allowed the company to retain a significant amount of sales (and grow mind share with Pros and DIY-ers) while operating a curbside-only model. In order to make the curbside model seamless, FND has moved certain merchandise outside (bulk installation materials, best-selling SKUs), added designated "runners" to grab samples from the store, and implemented mobile POS.

What will the shape of the go-forward demand curve look like as stores re-open? This is the key near-term debate on the stock. On one hand, the economic fallout from COVID-19 will likely pressure big-ticket spending. That said, sample sales have surged in April (an indication of pent-up demand), and comps in two stores recently opened in Utah went from "really negative" to positive. While FND plans to have ~70% of its stores opened by the end of May, the company is currently rolling out an in-store Pro appointment model. Bottom line, we continue to model 2Q/3Q comps down 30%/10% but are cautiously optimistic this could prove conservative.

Protecting cash flow and boosting liquidity. In order to protect cash flow, FND has reduced its 2020 cash expenditures by ~$400M (~$100M opex, ~$110M capex, ~$190M inventory/supply chain). While the demand recovery trajectory is unknown, FND has ample liquidity (~$376M "unrestricted" at 1Q-end plus accordion features as part of the company's term loan and ABL facilities) to withstand a prolonged downturn and expects to be in a position to repay its ABL in 4Q.
Estimates. Raising FY20E EPS to $0.80 from $0.75 (assumes comps down ~10%) as we flow-through 1Q’s upside. Our FY21E EPS remains $1.15, which assumes sales of $2.517B (comps up 12.7%) and EBIT margins of 6.6% (below FY19’s 8.0%).

Investment Thesis

- **Early-stage category killer.** FND operates a differentiated store model, with the broadest assortment, lowest prices, and highest in-stock position. Comps have averaged ~14% since 2011, nearly double industry growth. With brand awareness still low, we believe FND is well-positioned to build upon recent share gains (still <10% market share today) and become the dominant specialty player in what is still a fragmented industry.

- **Significant whitespace opportunity.** With ~20% annual unit growth and the potential to quadruple its footprint to ~400 stores, FND represents one of the longer duration whitespace stories in retail. Importantly, unit-level economics continue to surpass prior vintages (cash payback now <2 years), underscoring improved execution across recent store classes (site selection, grand opening process, assortment localization).

- **Still room to improve sales productivity.** While comps have moderated from prior years’ double-digit pace, we see several initiatives across merchandising (design services, adjacent categories), marketing/CRM, omni-channel (room visualizer recently added online), and Pro (app, loyalty program, private label credit) to drive sales productivity. When combined with the lift from store maturation (>300bps comp tailwind), we think M-HSD% comps are sustainable in a “normalized” environment.

- **Long-term EBIT margin expansion potential is compelling.** While the demand shock following COVID-19 will certainly pressure operating margins this year, the longer term margin expansion opportunity for FND remains compelling, in our view. Specifically, we see potential for low double-digit operating margins (vs. FY19’s 8.0%) as the business scales and growth investments plateau.

- **Price target rationale.** Our $46 price target assumes ~40x FY21E EPS estimate, a multiple in line with the stock’s three-year average of ~40x as we balance likely pressure on big ticket spending with prospects for significant market share gains.

Risks & Caveats

- **Prolonged contraction in housing.** A sustained downturn in housing turnover and/or declining home prices could negatively impact demand for hard surface flooring and pressure FND’s fundamentals.

- **Product innovation wanes.** Product innovation, particularly around fashion and durability, has been a key driver of hard surface flooring industry growth over the past decade. A slowdown in the pace of innovation and/or FND’s inability to identify and respond to new/emerging trends could result in decelerating comps.

- **Execution risk associated with new store growth.** New store growth could cannibalize existing store sales and damage FND’s overall operating results. Additionally, FND’s entry into new markets with lower brand awareness could result in lower new store productivity, exacerbating the deleveraging impact from new stores.

- **Rising input costs (including tariffs) and mix shift could pressure gross margin.** Rising input costs (raw materials, labor) used in the production of hard surface flooring, as well as tariffs, could have a significant impact on FND’s profitability. Additionally, the mix shift to LVP/LVT could hurt gross margin as these products typically require less higher margin installation accessories.
Vendor/supply chain risk. While FND has a diversified supplier base (>200 vendors across 20 countries) and has been transitioning away from China (~50% of COGS in FY18; 30%-35% in FY19), any disruption to FND's global supply chain could lead to lost sales, incremental costs, and/or margin rate pressure.

Concentration of ownership. FND's private equity sponsors (Ares and Freeman Spogli) still hold ~20% of the shares outstanding. FND shares could come under pressure as the sponsors look to monetize their investment through follow-on offerings.

Increased competition from big-box home centers. Any decision by the big-box home centers to increase space allocation to the category and/or sharpen pricing could pressure FND's fundamentals.

Geographic concentration of store base. Over 40% of FND's store base is located in 3 states (Florida, Texas, and California), so FND is more susceptible to macroeconomic conditions in those markets.

Compliance/regulatory. The hard surface flooring industry is highly regulated. If FND does not maintain compliance with appropriate regulatory bodies, the company could face heightened litigation costs.

Company Description

Founded in 2000, Floor and Décor (FND) is a leading specialty retailer of hard surface flooring and related decorative and installation accessories. The company offers the industry’s broadest in-stock assortment at everyday low prices through its 123 warehouse-format stores across 30 states. With FY19 sales of ~$2.0B, we believe FND is now the second largest retailer of hard surface flooring products in the U.S. (behind only Home Depot). That said, we estimate FND’s market share is only ~10% today as the brand is still being “discovered” by consumers (just ~13% unaided awareness).
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